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The Trip of Nový Jičín
Příbor

We will set out from Nový Jičín to the destination  
of our trip, the town of Příbor, via Libhošť. 

Libhošť is a local part of the town of Nový Jičín and 
is situated between Nový Jičín and Příbor in a valley 
between the slopes of Libhošťská hůrka and Bře-
hy. The first time it was mentioned in writing was 
in 1481. 

The town of Příbor is one of the oldest towns in north-
-east Moravia. The first time it was mentioned in wri-
ting was in 1251. It is situated on both banks of the 
Lubina River. The town is lined from three sides with 
the beautiful scenery of the Beskydy foothills with  
a view of Štramberk Trúba, Hukvaldy and renowned 
Radhošť. The town can boast a rich history. 

Příbor is the birthplace and place of work of many 
prominent personalities, who have made it famous. 
St. Jan Sarkander lived here with his mother and at-
tended the local parish school. Antonín Cyril Stojan, 
the later archbishop, studied the local lower gram-
mar school and then worked as a curate for eleven 
years. Řehoř Wolný, a historian and the founder of 
Moravian topography, Bonifác Buzek, a philosopher 
and a national awakener, František Juráň, an acade-
mic sculptor, Josef Kresta, a writer, and others were 
born here. 

The most prominent native of Příbor is Prof. MUDr. 
Sigmund Freud, a world-known doctor and the 
founder of psychoanalysis. He lived here through 
his earliest childhood years. In Příbor we will find his 
Native Home, on whose right side of the eastern 
front a bronze memorial plaque has been placed. 
This house is a museum with a unique exposition, 
which presents Sigmund Freud as a humour lover,  
a collector of jokes and an author of many quotations.  

Sigmund Freud’s Museum and Memorial Hall are un-
doubtedly also worth visiting. 
There is a permanent exhibition, which will guide 
you through the history of the town of Příbor from 
its foundation by Přemysl Otakar II in 1251 up to the 
present day. In 1969 the museum was enlarged with 
the memorial hall of Dr. Sigmund Freud, a native of 
Příbor and the famous founder of psychoanalysis.


